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SGAforms
Parking
Committe
BY DAN WIEGERT
.....,,, ........................................................
..
,

Staff Editor

The first meeting of the SGA's
newly formed parking committee
was held last Friday.
The Committee was created to
help iron out some of the inconsistencies in UM-St. Louis parking
policies. The main focus of the
meeting, and of the committee, is to
try to stop the unnecessary ticketing
of students who hold parking passes
and to try to find ways for the university to simplify the existing parking situation.

'We want to
knowwhywe
are paying S18
a credit hour
for parking. "
. Sam Andemariam
Interim Parking Committee Head

"Students who have parking
passes are being ticketed in numerous area on campus for no good reason at alL We (the committee) want
to do our homework, and see what
we can do to stop this from happening," Sam Andemariam said, interim
parking committee. head.
And=ariam said that the number of issues the committee faces is
great They bring up many questions
and since the committee is not well
known could yield few clear-cut
results.
In the future the committee hopes
to influence the way students appeal
parking tickets. They also want to
have the school respond as to how
long parkjn~ roles will be as high as
they are and why parking ticket fines
have mised from $25 to $50 in less
than a year.
'We want to know why we are
paying $18 a credit hour for parking
and we want to know how long we
are going to continue to be forced to
bear that burden," Andemariam said.
The Committee will report
directly to the SGA, and hopes to be
able to help the school know what
problems students face . Although it
is new, Andemariam said that he
ihinks in the long run the Committee
could do some good. Following the
meeting on Friday, Andemariam
met with Sergeant Bruce Gardiner
and Chief Robert Roessler to discuss
the issues that were brought up at the
meeting.
The next meeting will be held at
1 p.m. in the Millennium Student
Center Friday April 15.

Dorm·safety a
one time.
"Ten years ago UMSL promised to
bruig more officers (on campus) when
Stmngers' and robberies were the the MetroLink came on campus, it
subjects of a mandatory meeting for never happened; in fact, we have been
residents of all UM-St LouiS dormito- cut,' Gardiner said.
ries on Mar. 11 in the Provincial House
A member of the audience suggestChapeL
ed a police officer should be assigned
The two problems have plagued to patrol the dorms.
Seton Resident Hall last semester and
Christy Mulis, aadministrative
the Villa Resident Hall this semester. assistant to Kimberly Clarlc, residential
Both Resident Halls are in the life director (who was not in attendance at the meeting) responded, "We
Provincial House.
According to Detective Tony are .working on getting a 'security
Griemel, UM~St. Louis plans to force' for the Provincial complex."
increase security around the building
The two independently standing
by making it more difficult for people dorms, Normandy and Bellerive
to move from one section of Provincial Resident Hall were purposefully not
House to another. Some of the ideas dealt with since no incidents have
include allowing access only through occurred there yet.
. the front door, panic alarms on exterior
Many students expressed ovemll
doors, installing cameras at the doors dissatisfaction with the dormitories.
and checking for propped doors.
According to a resident who wished
Grieme! would not comment on the to remain anonymous, "Ninety-nine
time frame and suggested this is all in percent of the problems can be solved
the planning stages.
by taking responsibility for your own
Officer Julius Edwards then spoke actions. No amount of funding will
to reinforce common sense advice solve it."
Another student Ben Wetteroff,
informing the crowd of the blue and
red phones, lighting, using the buddy chemistry, said, "Safety is a major
system and mindsets to use to prevent issue. The people you live with are not
becoming a victim.
your family. Use some common sense,
The meeting was then opened for and lock your door."
Westoff thought the meeting was
questions, which escalated into a
. debate. Some residents disagreed with not necessary for some residents .
'"The meeting was only useful for
restricting movement within the
Provincial House.
those in Provincial House, not those in
Sergeant Bruce Gardiner said that . Bellerive and Normandy Halls,"
"the problem should first be addressed Westoff said. • [It was] really a waste of
with the residents, taking responsibility tinle [and] shouldn't have been mandaby locking your doors."
tory."
Griemel reinforced the statement by
The meeting was dismissed by
saying that 12 of the 17 incidents the Mulis with a promise that there were
halls have been from unlocked doors.
g ling to be more meetings wilbin the
"(police) response time is longer individual halls to discuss the issu
now than it used to be (and) it is hard- and that the Resident Hall Association
would have a chance to voice. their
er to respond," Gardiner s'lid.
Gardiner said the police force has opinion in the manner. Residents wishbeen cut from last July from 21 officers ing to make suggestions regarding
to 16. Gardiner said that the campus security can do so by going to
usually only has two officers on duty at http://www.mnsledulservices/reslife.
BY ROBERT ALTON CLARKE

Strangers and
robberies have
plagued Seton
Resident Hall
last semester
and the Villa
Resident Hall
this semester.
Both Resident
Halls are in
the Provincial
House.
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Get a kick out of this...

The next issue of The
Current will be published

on April 1.
In the meantime, checkout
www.thecurrentonline.com
for the latest news, sports,
features and A&E stories.
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Robin speaks on
rape prevention
BY AMANDA MUELLER

Announcements

Bulletin Board

ressed

Mutsuml Igarashi! The Cumml

,.,

Joo-sak Kan, international business major, and Dong-Choon demonstrated
the Korean art of Tecondo at a Korean Dinner, held Friday in the Pilot House.
One-hundred and ten people attended the event.

taf[Writer
Doc Robin talked about the plevention and dangers of rape at a speech at
UM-St. Louis Match 14.
Robin said that rape is more common than many people would like to
believe that in the year 2000, 550,000
women and 48,000 men were verbally
or sexually assaulted.
"People who rape are very ill and
they have a lot of problems themselves, many times rapists have been
abused sexually, emotionally, or physically before," Robin said.
Two of the most common drugs
used in rope crinles are GHB and
Special K These two drugs are medicinally used to put animals to sleep.
Ecstasy, cocaine, alcohol and even
Benadryl and NyQuil ate also used on
men and women m rape or assault
cases.
Robin suggested a fe\\' different
things to do if a person finds themselves in a situation where you are
being attacked. First there is a personal
alarm system, which you wear on your
wrist and an alarm goes off when you
pull the small alarm. The noise does
not stop until it is reattached to the
band. You can also get a small plastic
whistle that you can carty with you.
"One of the most important things
to do," she said, "is to be your own private investigator."
Robin said to pay attention to detail
like eye color, piercings, and what
they're wearing. Also if a person uses
their fingers to scmtch the assailant or
bite the attacker the victim now has a
record of their DNA you can use
against the attacker.
"Although this may be one of the
toughest things to do it is important to
relax and remain calm if you are being
attacked," Robin said,
In the event of an attack, Doc said

Mike Sherwin!

nJl! Cw-renl

Doc Robin t alked about the
prevention and dangers of
rape at a speech at UM-St.
Louis Mar. 14 .

to first call 911 and someone you trust
to come help you.
.
"You should not bathe, change your
clothes, wrap yourself in anything or
go to the bathroom immediately after
an attack," Robin said.
Doing any of these. things can
destroy possible clues to the attacker's
identity. Robin suggests you should
wrap yourself in a cotton sheet, and
any evidence at all should be placed in
a paper bag and saved for the Special
Assault Response Team (SART) at the
hospital.
"Do not go the hospital in a car,
demand to be taken in an ambulance,"
Robin said. "If you go in a car you can
disturb possible evidence."
At the hospital the S.ART. tearn
and the doctors will take over.
see ROBIN', page 9
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Tue 19

Monday Noon Series

Tai2e Prayer

The work of artist Robert
StackJlOuse will be examined during a slide talk from noon to 1
p.m. in room 229 of the JC
Penney Conference Center. The
free talk is sponsored by the
Center for the Humanities. Call
x5699 for more infom1ation.

A Taize Prayer will be held from
12: 15 to 12:45 p.m. at the
Interfaith Campus Ministry
Offic e MS C 254. For more information call Roger Jespersen at
385-3000 This event lS sponsored by the Wesley Foundation
and the Catholic Campus
Ministrj.

18
"Phattest of the Fit" runs until
March 21. The event is to raise
money for a local charity. For
more
information
contact
Jennifer Skinner at x4332 or
Julian Grimes at x7983 .

Center fo r
International Studies

~ THE

A tribute to Bouzouki featuring
Kostas Papadopoulos and Spyros
Liossis will be held in the MSC at
8 p.rn. Tickets are $15 for adults,
$11 for seniors and $7 for students. For more information contact the box office at x7299.

Mon April 1

Pre-Med C lub

Physics & Astronomy
Colloquium

Monday Noon Series

Open mle night will be held in the
Pilot House at 7 p.m. Admission
is $5 at the door. All proceeds go
to the Muscular Dystrophy
Association. For more information call x4035.

21

Lawrence W. Ramsey will speak
on The Hobby-Eberly Telescope:
A New Concept for Large
Ground-Based Telescopes. The
colloquium will be held at 3 p.m.
in Benton Hall room 451. Coffee
will be at 2:30 p.m. in room 516.

A seminar entitled "Thinking
about crime in the Aftermath of
September 11" will be conducted
by Richard Rosenfeld, professor
of Criminology and Criminal
Justice. The seminar will be held
in JC Penney Confere.nce Center,
room 229.
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Today is
Registration deadline
for Floor Hockey Leagues. Men 's
and Coed teams are now forming .
Games are played Tuesday and
Tbursday evenings in the MT
gym starting April 4. Sign up
today in the Rec Sports Office,
203 MT.

25-27

Mon 8

Focus on the Future

Monday Noon Series

This is a professional and personal enrichment series for administrators, faculty and staff. For
more
information
visit
www.umsl.edu/services/future or
call x4570.

Jill Evans Petzail, documentary
filmmaker, will show excerpts
from her public television documentary. "When the Bough
Breaks." The seminar will be
held in room 229 of the JC
Penney Conference Center.
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1 Month Unlimited Tanning!

Super Beds Only.
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St. Ann, MO 63074
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Traffic Tickets?
DWI? DUI?
Suspended or Revoked License?
Fees as low as

(314) 963-9993

David M. Diamond • Attorney At Law
Traffic Law· Personal Injury • Criminal Law· General Practice
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Two Great Events
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Gateway to Careers Job
Tuesday, March 26, 2002 - 9 am - 3 pm

Invite you and a guest to a special
screening Thursday, March 28th
at 7:30 p.m.
Pick up your complimentary pass at
The Current Newsroom at
388 Millennium Student Center
8001 Natural Bridge Road
SI. Louis. Missouri 63121

anytime between Monday, March 18th
and Friday March 22nd.
No purcbase necessary while supplies last. Participating
sponsors are ineligible. This film is rated "R" for violence
and language. You must be 18 years of age or older to obtain

a pass. Passes available on a first-come, first served basis.

Opens Friday, March 29th

Gateway to Teacher
Recruiting Fair
Wednesday, March 27, 2002 - 9 am - 2 pm
I

Career ServiGes

327 Millennium Student Center - 516-5111
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Printer's plates tell stories
BY EMILY UMBRIGHT
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On March 14, Gallery 210 celebrated the opening of its new exhibit,
"Robert Stackhouse: A Print
Retrospective."
Sipping wine and Starbucks
Coffee, art mongers gathered in the
Lucas Hall gallery to take in the
abstract images and listen to the artist,
wearing a dark suit with apple red
shoes, speak about the experiences
that contributed to his artwork.
"Sometimes the print tells you
what to do, rather than you telling it
. what to do," he said.
Because he was never formally
taught printmaking, Stackhouse
learned how to create abstractions
through experimentation with color
splatters and plate scratches.
"I tried to make 'The TItanic" look
like a license plate that's been run
over," Stackhouse, who was trained as
an abstract expressionist, said of the
silkscreen etching that consisted of an
oval shaped, aqua boat base rusting
bloody red.
"[printing] is a way to spread out
my work," he explained, "to do my
work on a social basis because when I
am painting in my studio, I am alone.
The prints are more collaborative."
Intimately linked to his sculptures,
the prints function as a two-way street
for his other mediums. They either
reflect previously constructed sculptures or pose as a muse for future
structures. Stackhouse says the pictures and constructions are tied to his
two-dimensional thinking.
''When I design the sculptures, I
try to imagine what they're going to
look like in a photograph, what their
going to look like in a painting," he
said. "It's all a process; each one's a
step, and it just keeps building."
The prints hanging on the walls of
Gallery 210 embody a sense of the
unknown. Items such as ''Blue F1yer,"
which appears to spin like a celestial
object in an indigo space with twin-

On March 14, Gallery 210 celebrated the opening of its new exhibit, "Robert Stackhouse: A Print Retrospective."
kling light blue paint splatters, and
"Blue Encounterings," an A-line structure with a smoky, pit-descending perspective, not only convey a sci-fi sensation but also emit auras of mystery.
Of his art, Stackhouse says he has a
preoccupation with "those things that
are in the deep void, outer space, inner
thought." Famous for his experimentation with A-line forms, which have a
tendency to develop into ships and
vessels, he also toys with snake
imagery.
. "Serpents are images of transformation," he explained. "It's an indicator to me to make changes."

Trichoda passed away recent!. and
Papadopolous said that he would no
Senior \(friter
longer be part of the group," Williams
The word "bouzouki" may not be said.
familiar to most Americ.ans, but for
Despite the setback, Williams said
many Greeks, the bouzouki is the cen- that he has high expectations for the
ter of their music. That's why Misias group particularly Manolis and Iiossis.
Manolis and the Greek Ensemble will
''1'v1anolis has been active for 30
perform "A Tnlmte to Bouzouki" at 8 years,' Manolis said. "He is a top
p.m, Mar. 19, at the Century Room in drawer vocalist. He has worked with
the Millennium Center.
the best Greek musicians such as
"The bouzouki is a round shaped Theodorakis Hatziliakis and Moutsi
string instrument like a lute that i~ Kaladaris."
played mostly in Greece," said Terry
Williams also has
Williams, Coordinator for the Center
high praise for
for Intemational Studies. "It is played
Liossis who has
constantly and often played fast.
been performing
It is the central instrument of Greek
since the '50s.
music.," Williams said.
"He has been associated
with the major Greek comMost American knowledge of
posers in his time ," Williams
Greek music lies in the films ''Zorna
the Greek" and "Never on
said.
Sunday." Williams said
Williams bopes that
the audience v.ill find
'Those songs are typical
"The
Tribute
to
styles and are very lilting ·
Bouzouki" approachand melodic," he said, but
able.
Williams believes that that
'Two years ago,
isn't all to Greek music,
our feature[d] Greek
an aim the Bouzouki
musician,
Niko
Experience will show.
'The group will play
Toutalios was very
good, but very avant
guitar, blues, quite a
variety of music," he
garde. I think the
majority of the audisaid.
ence was looking for
The
Bouzouki
something
more
Experience consists of
edgy," he said. ''The
Manolis, their main
next year, we brought
vocalist, Spyros Liossis,
in traditional musilead bouzouki player,
cians from Northern
Iraklis Zakkas and
Greece. They were
Labs Laftis, other
bouzouki
players,
also good., but not
Vassiliso
Drogaris,
quite what they had in
mind either"
accordion
player,
"The
audience
Yannis
Vasgalos,
acoustic bass, and
will find it more rec. ognizabIc and accesAchiles
Gousalos,
sible while it will be
pianist.
different," Williams
Williams said that he
said.
found out about the
Another facet to
musicians from .the
"
Greek music the audiWorldMu.,icInstitutein
ence will be interestNew York City, which
- Terry Williams
ed
is
dancing.
helped them the year Coordinator for the Center
Williams says that
before by reco=end- for International Studies
many spectators in
ing Greek musicians for
the past have taken advantage of dancthe last two years.
They had recommended quality ing in the aisles, which is strongly
musicians, and I asked if they knew of encouraged.
"Last year, students canle out to the
any for this year, so they recommended a show called 'A Tribute to lobby, formed a circle and danced
many of the dances that they had
Bouzouki. '"
The ''Tribute to Bouzouki" was leamed," he said. 'We encourage d.'UlCoriginally conceived for another group, ing, if the culture encourages it, get up
Trichodos, led by musician Kostas and move."
The admission to the conceIt is $5
Papadopoulis; but because of some
personal strife within Trichodos, for UM-ST. Louis students, $7 for
other students, $11 fur seniors, and $15
Manolis was added to the repertoire.
"One of the original musicians of for adults.
BY SARA PORTER

'The bouzouki
is a round
shaped string
instrument
like a lute
that is played
mostly in
Greece.

ftSerpents are
images of
transformation.
It's an indicator
to me to make
changes. "
. Robert Stackhous
Artist

Stackhouse said growing up in
rural F10rida played a formative role
on his artistic, snake fixation. Some of
his more abstract sculptures, such as
the one found in Laumeier Sculpture
Park, sit low on the ground like a serpent, rising and falling up and down
with the shape of the earth. Other visual inlages, such as "Naja" from the
"Sources and Structures" collection
and "Ruby Lawrence" are more concrete depictions of snakes.
In his piece "Adrift," he transmit~
the idea of transformation to boat
imagery by depicting motion, which
alludes to a journey. The specks of

-,

color become alive with metaphors of
ocean spray, while the waves , just single lines of color, appear calm.
Stackhouse compares this inlage to his
role as an artistmoving along without
a concrete goal in mind but knowing
when he gets somewhere.
''[''Adrift'' is] a self portrait of me,"
he said. "It's moving in the ocean.
Therefore, it's going somewhere, but
it's not really going anywhere."
"Rob~rt Stackhouse: A Print
Retrospective" runs until April 6, at
Gallery 210 located in Lucas Hall. The
gallery is open Tues. through Thurs.
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

'.
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Johns: 30 years
fieliliid a broom
BY S ARA PORTER

Senior If/n'ter
He is often seen on tile third floor of
the I\fillennililll Center cleaning the
floors or moving tables. A student or
faculty member who stops to talk to
the 50-year-old crew-cut, built man
will receive a friendl y comment or a
quick joke. Many people know cu.>todian Joseph Johns by ight or by name,
but what they may not know is Johns
ju.~t celebrated a milestone in his life:
Feb. 7 marked his 30th anniversary on
the UM-St Louis custodial staff.
"It just kind of creeps up on you,"
Johns said. "You don't realize how
much time has gone by."
Johns. who was employed by the
University in 1972, said that he had
applied for a cu.~todial position on the
suggestion of his uncle who worked at
St. Louis Community College - Forest
Park after he was let go from two other
jobs.
"I had worked for two other companies. Chemipon and M&R Plastics,
loading trucks and it didn 't pan out,"
Johns said who added that both companies later went out of business.
"I needed a more permanent job.
This has been a more reliable job,"
Johns said.
Johns said part of the reason that he
worked at U!\1-St. Louis for so long is
because he has always been employed.
"After I graduated high schooL I
worked at the plastics factories and
then moved on to UMSL," Johns said.
"I've always been working."
Johns says that in his 30 years on
campus, he worked in nearly every
building on campus.
"I started in the second floor on
Lucas Hall and worked there for 12and-a-half years, then switched to the
first ffild fifth floor. Then, I moved to
working at the JCPenney Building. I
then moyed to working on North and
South Campus, anything that needed to
be done."
When the Millennium Student
Center opened, Johns moved to working there.
"Basically, I am involved in the setting up the tllird floor for events and I
take care of the whole third floor and
assist in the whole building," Johns
said.
Johns said that one of the best
things about working on campus has
been talking to the different students
and faculty members tlmt he has met
over the years.

"I have met many different people
like international students, and found it
very interesting to talk to them" he said.
"Once I talked to this girl from Belgi urn
who was speaking French to a friend of
hers. I asked her if she was from France
and she said no, she wa~ from Belgium
and spoke five different languages. I
found that very impressive."
Johns said that working in the different buildings and the shifts presents
a whole other world, particularly at
night.
"I've seen many things at night that
people don't see during the day,"
Johns said. "I've seen raccoons in
the dumpster, bats, possums,
owls. Once, I saw a baby fox in
the old Parking Lot c."
Johns said that there have
been some drawbacks on campus, one that occurred during the
Rood of '93.
"It had rained nine inches off of
Marillac Hall in South Campus,"
Johns said. "It just
poured right in. We
had to pick up the
water and then
drain it, and
go
to
Benton
and I
Stadler
Halls
and
try to

cond nse it It was really a mess."
For his 30th anniversary, Johns said
that the custodial staff honored him
\vith a party and cake. He liked the
attention.
"People can ' t look at you and say
that you have worked X number of
years," he said. "It's not something that
you can point our. but still it's pretty
nice"
Johns hopes that he will stay for at
least another fi ve years.
"IfI get to my 35th year. I'll be 55,"
Jolm, said. "I might look into early
retirement. Fifty-five
looks like a good
number."

Of! Feb. 7,
Joseph Johns
marked his 30th
anniversary on
the UM -St. Louis
custodial staff.

EDITOR
EMILY UMBRIGHT

Features Editor
phone: 516-4886

fax: 516-6811

UMSL Professor
electedACA
president
BY FARIKA RU5L1

.... . .. ........... ............ .. ....... ........... ... .. ..... . .. .. 1

StaJfWriter
The American Counseling
Association (ACA), the world's :
largest organization of profession- '
al counselors, has elected Mark:
Pope as the new president. Pope is:
the associate professor of counseling in the Division of Counseling~
and Family Therapy at the College:
of Education at UM-St. Louis.
Pope will serve a one-year term:
during the 2003-2004 fiscal year.:
responsibilities
include :
His
preparing the conference, con-'
ducting meetings ",ith profession- ,
al counselors and mental health'
professionals, and holding the·
position of spokesperson.
"AI;
president
of
the '
Counseling Association, I have to
speak of bow important counsel-:
ing is to the people in the world," .
Pope said. ''The challenge is coun- .
seling has been moving into the :
whole social justice issues and culture diversity, so we try to educate
counseling profession about how
to deal with people who are not
from the same culture as them."
Pope has been a leader in the :
counseling profession for over 30 :
years. He is both a national certi - .
fied career counselor and a regis- .
tered professional career coun- :
, selor. In 1988, he founded Career '
Decisions International, a multi- :
cultural career counseling firm. He '
see ACA, pageS

~
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It's awesome

I've always been proud to be an won by 13 points.
Now I ask, where are fuese people
UM-St. Louis student I've been here
for the better half of three years, and when the Riverrnen take on KenUleky
1've never been ashamed to wear my Wesleyan, a team that has won at least
UM-St. Louis sweatshirts on the one NCAA D-II title in each decade
since the '60s?
weekends.
If you ask the average college basMarch, however, is an exception.
March Madness has infected the ketball fan why they watch the NCAA
nation, and while my good buddies tournament but not tlle NBA finals,
ar-e wearing their Duke t-shirts and they will probably tell you fuat it is
Pepperdine shorts (and, unlike ilie because offue "thrill of amateurism."
Then what about fue Riverrnen?
fuousands of posers around here, fuey
aCUlally go to those schools) and smil- I've been covering college athletics
ing away. Hell, even a friend of mine for three seasons, and 1'll tell YOll right
now that the only difwho attends Holy
ference between Saint
Cross College can
Louis University and
- ftnally wear his hat in
UM-St. Louis is money
public and people
and a fan-base. College
don't ask him what it
basketball is college
means.
basketball, and UM-St.
They've all made
Louis - believe it or not
fue tournament, and
- does have a fairly rich
it's a wonderful thing.
tradition. in college
However, .for the sUlhoops.
dents like me who
We've had players
find extreme pride in a
go into fue pros, win
not-to-well-known
All-American awards,
school, it is a sobering
break NCAA scoring
reality
that
the
records; more history
Rivermen will never .
NICK BOWMAN
tllan this column can
beonESPN.
Editor-in-Chief
contain. In 1973,
Now, a few years
Riverman Hall (now
ago, in 1999 to be
exact, the Riverwomen basketball the Mark '!\vain Building) hosted tlle
te<lIll went to ilie second round of the NCAA regional tournament. Our first
National Collegiate Athletic A D-II home victory was against the
tournament, and that was exiting. But, University of Arkansas, a perennial
except for me and a few scant fans at winner - minus fuis year. (Check out
the games, nobody seemed to care http://WVvw.umsl.eduiservices/athletics for complete history and record
much.
It's a shame, really. I mean, don't profiles of bofu men's and women's
get me VvTOng; I love watching basket- sports.)
What I'm saying, basically, is tllat
ball on television, especially college
hoops, and I have no problem cheer- if the sUldent body would support the
ing for fue likes of Florida and Rivermen witll half the effort that it
Indiana In fact, on Thursday there does for the Tigers, we' d have a lot
were easily over 50 guys - and even a: more fun, and maybe one day we
few ladies - watching fue Mizzou- could be playing tlle Dukes and the
Miami matchup, which the Tigers Arizonas. Hey, it could happen.

Enjoy Spring Break, but
don't forget about UMSL
So, here we wait. TIleI-e is exactly
one week left until school is let out
and fue time for Spring Break arrives.
This is a time for all sUldents to pack
up, pick up and move out for their
wild and crazy vacation. For some
people, the week-long excursion is a
time to relax and meditate on fue
school year as a whole and to ponder
and ready fuemselves for what is to
come. For ofuers, however, fue week
could not be described as a sobering
experience.
These people will
attempt to make lip for all of fue
"wasted time" of sitting in class and
listening to fueir teacher explore such
menial topics as medieval history and
college algebra. Which of fuese categories of people do YOll fall into?
Well, the choice is lip to you_
In order to have a good time over
Spring Break. J person does not necessarily have to hop into a car with a
pile of their buddies and drive 12
hours straight to Florida. Nor does a
person have to fork over $100 for a
two-way ticket to Omcun. There are
other alternatives fuat could be just as

'3

fun.
For instance, a person could go for
a fishing trip to fue Lake of the
Ozarks. Sure. the temperaUJre may
still be low, but as long as one is suited up properly, low [emperaUlre is a
moot point_
If a person does feel fue need to get
out of fue cold, he or she could possibly take a trip to a nearby spa. TIlls
could help alleviate fue tension built
up since fue Christmas break. And, it
would be less expensive fuan a trip to
Florida, Cancun or New Orleans.
If a trip to a spa or a fishing trip
does not seem like enough action, a
person could take a trip to see the
sights in Chicago. TIlls would be a
less expensive and more sensible
alternative to a drunken and somewhat uncomfortable excursion soufubound. Many people go to Chicago
,md come back without a hangover
and they are still alive and still feel
good about their vacation.
So, there are alternatives to a wild
and crazy Spring Break. A person can
still haye fuum still have money and

• •'I • I

The issue:
Spring Break is here, .and
regardless of what you have
planned to do, keep in mind
that there is still life after
March. Ma,ny students tend t o
relax a little too much, after
resulting in academic - and
sometimes often persona 1tragedies that can often be
hard to overcome.

We suggest:
Students do what they
know is feasible. Don't break
the bank to go to Mexico if
you don't have the money,
and don't put off that 10 page
term paper that's due on
Monday. lake care of your
business, and have a fun, but
sensible, Spring Break.

l:)

So what do you think?
Tell us what you t~ink! Drop
us a line at the office, 388
MSC or online at:
thecurrentonline.com

f::"L 0 R IDA
OR BUSTr

still be breathing. A person does not
need to guzzle down as much alcohol
as fuey can or have as much sex as
possible., just because it is spring
break. Sure, it may seem like a dull
time when all of your friends are
leaving and going off to have what
they think to be fue best Spring Break
e er. but the what i more important?
Is a week of meaningless and forgotten fun , depending on how much
alcohol or illegal substance are conumed. mo important? Or. j .
memorable laid-back eek the betttlr
of the tv,ro? The decision is up to you ,
but try to ha ea. afe and sensible
Spring Break.
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Re: Chartwell's has forgotten UMSL

NICK BOWMAN
STEVE VALKO
ELLIOT REED
STANFORD GRIFFITH

"Our Opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board

LETTERS
MAIL

After reading your editorial in the
school newspaper, I am compelled to
respond to certain things that were
stated inaccurate!y.
Promises of lower p11ces and to
leave things alone for awhile is totally misleading.
In the contract for a food service
contractor contains detailed specifications and special conditions that
must be met; 'The new food service
contractor will provide food and beverages to the campus community both retail and catering - at prices that
provide value to the customer."

All breakfast prices are the same
except for the price of eggs, which is
down five cents per egg. Some examples of lunch prices are: a quarterpound hamburger is down 30 cents, a
double hamburger is down 35 cents,
chicken tenders are down S5 cents,
tacos and burritos are 25 cents lower
than before and pa<;ta is down 75
cents per plate.
Quality of product served and
selection of items has drastically
improved over fue last semester. The
salad bar now serves frest fruit and
vegetables which were eifuer carmed

or prepackaged in previous years.
TIlls is fue reason for fue 10 cent per
ounce rise in the cost of salads.
The Market Carvery has a much
better selection and variety of items
served and the quality of food now
cannot even be compared to tlle last
food service company.
Now we have an in-house baker
who produces nothing but freshbaked items fuat are put out daily in
the Nosh and at Aroma's, which is
something that was totally overlooked
see CHARTWELLS, page 11

The Current
388 J'v1illennium Student Center

8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, MO 63121

FAX
(314) 516-6811
E-MAIL

info@thecurrentonline.com
Letters to the editor should be
brief and those not exceeding
200 words will be given preference. We edit letters for clarity,
length and grammar. All letters
must be signed and include a
daytime phone number.
Students should also include
their student ID number.

How do you feel about the
.topics we've written about?
You can make your voice
heard in a variety of ways!

• Spring Break
• March Madness
• John Wayne movies
• Submit a Letter to the Editor
• Write a Guest Commentary
• Visit the Online Forums
at TheCurrentOnline.com

The Duke lives on
Spring Break means different play at fue University of Southern
things to different people. Some peo- California. In 1964, Wayne was able
ple go out of town. Some people take to overcome lung cancer after losing a
it easy, and ofuers franticly catch up lung.
I've run into plenty of Wayne
on homework, I will be catching up
on homework myself. But Spring detractors in the pasL I remembertakBreak also means something eIsc--the ing a history cla'>s a couple years ago
annual John Wayne movie marathon. in military history. The tcacher would
. du
~
J" e s
-Wb}: db "like 'Thy Duke" so . COl!S [llI! tl Y remm
ldn't
much? His movies just appeal to the endless \var filIiis, ' ayn
enlist in the army because of an
kid arld adult in me.
The small child likes Wayne injury.
because he resembles a mythical hero.
John Wayne couldn't enlist in the
Wayne looked like a natural cowboy army; so what? While Wayne bas
on flim from riding horses to his played mallY roles in his career, most
trademark scarf and hat. Wayne usu- pe.ople don't think Ofhinl as arl expert
ally ended up in a gunfight with the in the area. \Vbile John Wayne is
bad guys, and The Duke was fue usual entertaining in his roles, he's just prev.'inner. The Duke also had a rebel- tending to he fue characters he J?Orlious side by drinking
trays.
It's not like 'the
whisky every now
and fuen. John Wayne
audience
expects
was doing things little
John Wayne to act
children wanted to do,
like a cowboy or an
army sergeant when
but Wayne was also a
grown up.
he's off camera
men
Anotller reason
Grown-up
like watching John
detractors don't like
Wayne too. The Duke
Wayne is because
was always confident
fuey think he was too
and decisive in times
political (for instance,
of triaL The Duke
his support of Barry
Goldwater
and
never
complained
Richard Nixon and
about anything and
had a courage and
his support of tlle war
STEVE VALKO·
in Vietnam). This
strength that made
lvlanaging Editor
criticism is nuts. Who
him look indestructible on the screen.
doesn't watch a
His on-screen presence can defme the movie because of fue actor's political
words "real man."
.
beliefs? The criticism is also ironic
Are there better actors than The considering Hollywood today is conDuke? Of course, but Wayne had such sistently making movies with an obvicharisma and charm that helped him ous political statement (for instance,
overcome his acting shOItcOmingS. "John Q" and national health care) to
The Duke just had such incredible actors making their own political,
stage presence iliat it was hard not to often unintelligent statements (Ted
notice him on the film.
Danson said in 1990, "We only have
Wayne bad done incredible off- 10 years left to save this planet.")
screen bis whole life. A&E's without few complaints.
Biography.com says that Wayne had
The time off from school will
to support himself at fue age of 12 bring fue headaches of old homeafter his parents divorced_ Wayne held work. But knowing The Duke
various odd jobs tlrrough high school marathon will be coming with Spring
while earning a football scholarship to Break will help ease my pain.

. Igarashi

... tsu"'"
,
bY ....u. pby Director
Pbotogra

Akiko Inatome
Junior I English

HoW has your semester ,
gone so far

(I

---- "

----'-

I have been sleepy because I've
had lots of work to do.

-----

"

---'-

Marie Swan
Junior I Photography

------"-------As a transfer student from
SMSU, this semester is going
pretty well ••• 1 am very
impressed with UMSL

----,,---

Paveena Rojanavongse
Graduate I Computer Science

Cortney Harley
Sophomore I Accounting

--....::...---,,-...:..:..-

-----,,---

I took fewer credit hours this
semester hoping it would be a
bit easier.

I 'am only taking one class
this semester. My only complaint is that we can't use
credit cards at the Nosh.

"

- =---- " -----
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-:::---
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SL. .freezes. in loss
Rivermen suffer 6-3 loss to Indianapolis under poor weather
BY HANK BURNS
.. .. ................................................. ..... " ... " ....•

Staff Editor
\Vith low temperatures and a low
wind chill factor, the UM-St. Louis
Rivermen baseball team were defeated by Indianapolis 6-3. The Rivermen
now have a 64 record.
For Rivermen Head Coach Jim
Brady, it was simple to see where his
team went wrong. And, according to
Brady, the cold weather did not help a
struggling team.
'1 think: that first inning just put us

"1 think that
fi rst inning just
put us behind

.t he eight ball.
'They came out.
We got ahead
of the one hit-

ter' one ball

and two

strikes. "
- Jim Brady

Head Coach
UM-St. Louis Baseball

,

behind the eight ball," Brady said.
'They came out We got ahead of the
one hitter, one ball and two strikes.
He got a hil this guy got a hit, and
then I think we may have hit somebody and uncharacteristically. We just
kind of allowed that to happen. When
you're playing on a cold day and you
put yourself behind the eight ball like
that, it's tough."
_I Brady made a pit .hing change
early in the game, pnllingjunior righthander Greg Bierling and sending in

senior right-handed pitcher Joe Curtis.
"If there was a silver lining in all
this, he really came in and did a good
job of shutting them down and giving
us a chance to stay in the ballgame,"
Brady said. ''Really, had we executed
offensively by getting those two runners from home, it could have been a
different outcome there at the very
end. He did a nice job."
Brady felt that many things about
his team were uncharacteristic, such
as defense.
"We made a couple of miscues,
where Brett [Katz] normally doesn't
do that. It's just doubleplay balls that
he nonnally would have made. It's
just one of those things. It's just part
of the game, I guess."
According to Brady, Bierling
appeared to have problems even
before the game began.
"I just thought that normally, Greg
gets better as the game gets on,"
Brady said. "It's one of those things
where today he just didn't have it.
Even when he was warming up in the
bullpen, I noticed he was doing some
things a little bit uncharactelistic and
the cold had a little bit to do with that.
And then when he got out there, he
just wasn't sharp. That's why I made
the early hook, when I did."
The Rivermen claimed a 22-1 victory over Fontbonne College on
Thursday, March 13. All 22 UM-St.
Louis nillS were scored in the first
three innings of play. The game,
which was played using aluminum
bats as opposed to wood, was a different type of game for Brady.
"It just shows the significant difference going from aluminum to wood
and also facing a quality pitcher,"
Brady said. "The kid from Fontbonne
struggled with his control and we got
up early where he walked some pe0ple. From there, he had to come in
with pitches right down the middle
and when you do that, a team of our
caliber is going to hit the ball pretty
well."
According to Brady, weak
Fontbonne pitching was key in the
Thursday victory and in all Rivermen
victories, thus far.
"It all comes down to pitching,"
Brady said. "We have to beat good
pitchers. As of yet dlis year, we ha e
yet to beat a good pitcher. I gotta be
frank about it."

EDITOR
Top: Outfielder Brody Jackson lays
down a bunt.
Bottom left: Right-hander Joe Curtis
stands ready after releasing his pitch.
Bottom right: Catcher Chas Wigger
y
ats out the throw to first base.

HANK BURNS

sports Editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

Photos by Kevin Ottleyflbe CWTenl

COMING UP

U S Midwest Maulers b·ball squad
enjoys competition, competes well

Baseball
March 20
2 p.m. vs. SIU
Edwardsville in St. Louis

21

Baskelball
BY HANK B URNS
··~~i~jjEdiicii:oO· ·· oOoOoO· · · ··· ··oO ·

For many, basketball is one of the
more popular I"...creational sports. And,
for those that participate in recreational
and intramuml sports at UM--St. Louis,
basketball is a sport of choice. UM--St
Louis student Jon Frost is ainong those
who participate in intramural Spol1:S
through lJ1\.1-St Louis. Frost is a member of the UM-St. Louis !Ylidwest

Maulers intramural basketball
squad.
As of now, four others are
members of the squad. Kevin
Jordan, Greg Ross, Keith
Cissell, Tommy Shaw accompany Frost as members of the
Maulers. The team has been
- Jon Frost
in existence for four seasons
Basketball player
and represents the University.
UM-St. Louis Midwest Maulers
'It's a blast," Frost said.
''You get to play basketball.
highly in the tournament
It's competitive."
"It wasn't too bad," Frost said. 'It
Frost and the Maulers competed in a was rough, though. We had five pe0regional basketball tournament March ple ... We made it to the elite eight Our
8-10 at Augustana College in Rock legs just gave out on us. We've made it
Island, ill. The team, \\ith the mini- to the Final Four a couple of times
mum starting five on their roster, placed already."

The Maulers have made
several stops to play in competilive basketball tourneys.
"It happens in the winter
time for about two weekenm,"
Frost said. "We're getting
ready to go to Tennessee tonight
and try again. If we win. we get
a two thousand dollar stipend to
go to Orlando and play in the
National Tournament One of
the teams we beat last week,
was the National Tournament champion last year. Cenlnll Michigan. We ' ve
been to WIchita, Wisconsin, Texa~ , and
now to Rock Island., illinois and then
we're going to Tennessee, so we' ve
been all over."

I'flt's a bLast. You get
to play basketball and

it's competitive."

For FrosL a former high school basketball standout from Wappella High
School in Wappella, lllinois. the game
of basketball is b.ulya "blast."
"1' ve been playing since third
grade," Frost said. "I graduated with 11
scholarships, but I had to tum them
down bP",cause I gO[ into working. Then
I tried out for UMSL's team, but I had
to quit because of my back injury. I
love playing basketball."
In last weekend's tournament, the
Maulers had a 3-2 record. For more
information on the UM-St. Louis
Maulers and upcoming inb.mnural tournaments , visit the l)M-St. Louis
Home
page
at
Athletic
wVo/w'Wl1S1.edu/servicesJathletics.

7 p.m. vs. Rio Grande in
Ft. Meyers, Fla.

22
9 a.m. vs. Mt. Vernon in
Fort Meyers, Fla.
12 p.m. vs. Mt. Vernon in ,.
Fort Meyers, Fla.

23

12 p.m. vs. Slippery Rock
in Fort Meyers, Fla.

24
1 p.m. vs. Slippery Rock
in Fort Meyers, Fla.
3 p.m. vs. Mt. Mercy in
Fort Meyers, Fla.

Softball
• Men's tennis
cruises to victory
Springfield , m. - The Rivermen
dominated Illinois-Springfield on
Saturday, winning 9-0 with a clean
sweep , dominating each match.
The Rivermen won each singles
match, with Matt Vaulkhard

(Victoria, B.C.) winning at number
one singles 6-1, 6-2, in what turned
out to be the closes singles match.
Martin
Kardos
(Bratislava,
Slovakia) swept his opponent at no.
2 singles 6-0, 6-0 and Josef Clark
(Clayton, Mo.lClayton) won at no . 3
singles 6-1, 6-2. Martin Damm
(Buenos Aires, Argentina) won at
no. 4 singles 6-0, 6-1, Ryan Trela

(Tinley Park, TIl.lAndrew) won at
number five singles 6-0, 6-2 and ToOT.
Schaefer (Belleville, m.IBelleville
East) won at no. 6 singles 6-2, 6-0.
In doubles play, Vaulkhard and
Clark took the no. 1 doubles match
8-1, Kardos and Mario Groden
CMehlville) won at number two doubles 8-1 and Trela and Schaefer won
at three doubles 6-2, 6-0.

• Softball game
moved to
McKendree
ST. LOmS, MO -The UMSL
softball leam has had to move a
home
game
scheduled
for
Wednesday, March 13, against
McKendree. The doubleheader will

be played at McKendree, with first
game starting at 2 pm. The change
was made due to wet field conditions at the illvlSL Softball Field.
In return for playing at
McKendree, the April 24 doubleheader, which was originally scheduled to be played at McKendree,
will now be played at the UM-St.
Louis home tield.

Strong will to win is what makes a good team great

THE ABCs OF SPORTS

On this campus, there are nearly a
dozen men's and women's teams that
compete in seven sports. .A.nd, for the
most part, these tearns are extremely
talented. This is no surprise, though, to
those of us who are keeping score and
who know of the talented coaching staff
behind those talented teams. These
coaches know what it takes to put a
great team on the field and they understand the true nature of their sport and
of athletic competition. These teams,
for the most part, are great teams. So,
what is the difference between' a good
team and a great team?
A good team is strong mentally
and physically. Each athlete knows his
or her game inside and out. They know
their ability level and they have a good

idea of the ability level of the rest of
their team. Thc coaches also know the
individual talents that each of their
players possesses. They know, judging
by these capabilities, how well their
team might be able to do in competition
with another team. They are also familiar with the other teams they will compete against and know their capabilities.
This good team also practic.es and
trains exceptionally well. The coach
put.~ into practice some training methcxIs prescribed to he or she by a knowledgeable athletic trainer. The coach
also runs his practices using methods he
or she studied from various other
coaches. Because of this, the team
starts the season out healthy and strong.
Now, the aforementioned team

would seem to be positioned well to
compete well against their next opponent The team is a good team But,
there is something missing. Does this
team lffiderstand the true nature of competition?
As a former athlete looking back
on my days as a ba<;eball player and a
runner, I had talent and I was disciplined. I not only participated in every
practice and training session, I also
studied the sports that I participated in.
I knew baseball and track and field
inside and out. However, lookil1g back,
I realize now that I was not a great athlete. I did not realize that as an athlete.
I was called to constantly improve and
get better at everything that I do. This
attitude of constantly trying to improve

and doing this to be in bener positioning
than your opponent is one that separates
a good team from a great team.
Before they acrually walk onto
their venues and compete, every team
says that they will do everything they
can to win. They seem to know that
they cannot lose tlleir competitive spirit. However, in the heat of competition,
many good tearns and good athletes
lose sight of their goal and lose their
attirude of truly needing to win. And,
the team that they compete against will
surely become the victors, because they
did not lose sight of tlleir goal and did
everything they could to win. For that
point in time, they are a great team.
That sets tllem apart from the good
team.

March 20
2 p.m. vs. UM-Rolla (OH)
in Rolla, Mo.

24
12 p.m. vs. St. Joseph's
(OH) in St. Louis

27

5 p.m. vs. Truman State
(OH) in St. Louis

29

1 p.m. vs. Bellarmine
(OH) in Louisville, Ky.

30

1 p.m. vs. Kentucky
Wesleyan (OH) in
Owensboro, Ky.

April 6

1 p.m. vs. Southern
Indiana in Evansville, Ind.

WEB
www.umsl.edul
services/athletics
for the latest sports news
and information
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Following in the
grand tradition,
here are the pos ~
sible winners of
the little gold

EDITOR
CAT H ERINE
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A&E Editor

phone: 516-4886
fax: 516-6811

A&E
Campus
Calendar

EVENTS

March
11
Musicians Kristas
Papadopoulos and Spyro
Liossis Will perform "A Tribute
to Bouzouki," a Greek music
concert at 8 p.m. in the
JCPenny Auditorium. TIckets
are $7 for students, $11 for
seniors, and $15 for adults.
For more information call the
box office at 516-7299.

21·23
The opera Workshop will perform the opera at 7:30 p.m.
in the JCPenny Building.
Please contact 516-5343 for
more details.

April
4The Irish Band, "Kilfenora
Ceili Band" will perforlTl a
concert at 8 p.m. in the JC

statues that the
Academy of
Motion Pictures
Arts will hand
out on Oscar
night, Sunday,
March 24.
Best Picture
Nominees: rtA Beautiful Mind",
"Gosford Park", "In the' Bedroom,"
'The Lord of the Rings" and ''Moulin
Rouge."
What should have been nominated
but was not: "Amelie" is the mostglaring omission. but really, the list should
have
included
"Memento,"
"Mulholland Drive:' 'The Man Who
Wasn't There" and "Ghost World."
"Mulholland Drive' ge - a nod because
its director, David LynCh, is nominated
for Best Director although his ftlrn isn't
on the Best Picture list I agree with the
many people who have noted that best
picture and best director should be the
same. What shouldn't have been on
this list? Both "A Beautiful Mind" and
"In The Bedroom" have fabulous performances but as films, they are not as
strong as the rest of this category, or
these four films not nominated.
What ought to win among the nominees : "Lord of the Rings," with a near
miss by "Gosford Park "What will
probably win: "Lord of the Rings," primarily because il~ epic scope and noble
story will boost its terrific box office
receipts. The thing ·that might hold it
back is that it's really a foreign film
(New Zealand) and the fact that another terrific foreign film wasn't nominated might signal a return to preferring
American films.

o es

ElY CATHERINE MARQUIS-HOMEYER!

nominees:
Denzel
Washington. Really a close
call here, there are some
great performances in this
group . But
probably
Denzel Washington followed closely by Russell
Crowe
and
Tom
Wilkinson, for his remarkable layered, complex performance, again elevating
the entire film
Who will probably win:
Denzel Washington, for his
great performance and for
work overlooked in the
past. Payback for past work
is important in this field,
and Russell Crowe's win
last year makes him less
likely this year. Crowe still
might win but both he and
Tom Wl!kinson, the other
likely possibility face quite
an
obstacle
in
Washington 's history.

Best Actress
Nominees: Halle Berry (, 'Monster's
Ball"), Judi Dench ("Iris ) Nicole
Kidman ("Moulin Rouge"), Sissy
Spacek ("In TIle Bedroom ') and Renee
Zellweger ("Bridget Jones' Diary").
Who was DOL nominated but should
have been: Really, they seen to have
most of them, and anyone mi . ing was
included in the Best Supporting Actress
~ategory.

Who should win among the nominees : Halle Berry. Once again, tills is a
great year for acting pelformances,
with three perfomlances (Berry,
Spacek. and Dench) that would be the
easy winner in a different year. If there
was any way for two people to win, it
should be a tie between Halle Berry
and Sissy Spacek While Dench and
Spacek are amazing this year,
they have
done

Staff Editor

remarkable work throughout their
careers. Berry's against-type role and
performance are so startling, that is
would be a shame not to bonor it.
Who will probably win: Halle
Berry, with a good chance for Spacek
too. Spacek's performance was
remarkable and nearly made that film
and Dench is amazing, but we knew
they could act. Like the reliably outstanding Judi Dench, Spacek already
has an Oscar.

Best Supporting Actor
Nominees: Jim Broadbent ("Iris"),
Ethan Hawke ("Training Day''), Ben
Kingsley
("Sexy Beast"), Ian
McKellen ("Lord of the Rings") and
Jon Voight CAli").
Who was not nominated but should
have been: Crowded with names
spilling over from the Best Actor category, there were simply too many good
performances to include them all.
Perhaps the most glaring oversights
were Jim Broadbent for "Moulin
Rouge," and Gene Hackman, who was
marvelous
in
the
"Royal
Tenenbaurns."
Who should win among the nominees: Jon Voight. Very tough cllil bUll
would go with Jon Voight because his
interpretation of Howard Cosell was
so multilayered. He caught the mannerisms and personality but never Jet
mimicry overwhelm the dramatic
focus of the character, making Cosell
one of
most. compelling c.b.aracte.rs.
in the film. Close second would be
Ben Kingsley, in a role that undid
expectations.
Who will probably win: Jim
Broadbent, with a chance for Jon
Voight. This is based on the fact that he
appears in two very successful films,
in two very different roles. This will be
a nod to both films. However,
this category is hard · to call
and it might easily good
to Jon Voight as a hometown favorite over the
British Broadbent, most
often found in art films
and smaller films, or to
Ben
Kingsley.
Ian
McKell en isn't out of the
running, if they want to
shower more Oscars on
"Lord of the Rings."

Best Actor
Russell Crowe ("A
Beautiful Mind"), Sean Penn ("I Am
Sam"), Will Smith ("Ali"), Denzel
Washington ("Training Day") and Tom
Wilkinson (''In The Bedroom").

Nominees: Jennifer Connelly
("A Beautiful Mind"), Helen
Mirren ("Gosford Park"), Maggie
Smith ("Gosford Park"), Marisa
Tomei (''In The Bedroom") and Kate
WInslet (''Iris'').

Who should have been nominated but
was not: This group is pretty good - it
was a great year for acting performances - but Guy Pearce for
''Memento,'' and Billy Bob Thorton,
for the overlooked ''Man Who Wasn't
There," should have been included.
Some of the other great leading
actors were actually nominated in
the supporting actor category.
Who should win among the

Best Di rector
Nominees:

Ron Howard ("A
Beautiful Mind"), Ridley Scott ("Black
Hawk Down"), Roben Altman
CGosford Park"), Peter Jackson
(''Lord of the Rings") and David Lynch
(,Mulholland Drive").

"Ghost World." Actually, its amazing
they
are
not
on
this
list.
Cinematographers never get the recognition they should, although after the
director they have more control over
the whole emotional tone and focus of
the film than anyone.
Who should win among the nominees: "Amelie," by a nose. Very tough;
many of the best films thi~ year were
visually stunning or innovative. All
these films have outstanding photography that is central to their stories.
Who will probably win: ''Lord of
the Rings," due to huge profits, but
there is a chance for "Amelie" or
"Moulin Rouge," less so for "Black
Hawk Down." ''TI1c Man Who Wasn' t
There" is breathtaking in black and
white, but did not make as much
money as the Coen Brothers' last film,
"0 Brother Where Alt Thou."

Best Ani mated
Nominees: "Jimmy Neutron: Boy

Who was not nominated but should
have been: Christopher Nolan for
''Memento,'' Terry Zwigoff for "Ghost

Genius,"
"Shrek."

"Monsters,

Inc.,"

and

me

Best Supporting
Actress

Nominees:

again, it is crowded with spillover from
the Best Actress category.
Who should win among the nominees: Helen Mirren, who is an overlooked actress in a great performance.
But once again, this could be a very
close decision, closely followed by
Marisa Tomei's dramatic rum in "In
The Bedroom." Jennifer Connelly is
the only one rather outpaced.
Who will probably win: Jennifer
Connelly. This has less to do with her
performance that rewarding her film,
"A Beautiful Mind: ' Next most likely
is Marisa Tomei, for a role that is so far
from her usual and so well done.

Who was not nominated but should
have been: Emily Watson, for
"Gosford Park." There are no other
really significant exclusions here. Once
Halle Berry is nominated
for best actress for her
role in 'Monster's Ball.'

'Gosford Park' is nominated for best picture.

World," Jean-Pierre Jeunet for
"Amelie" and Ethan Coen for 'The
Man Who Wasn't There."
Who should win among the nominees: ''Lord of tbe Rings," very closely
followed by ''Mulholland Drive" and
"Gosford Park" But the winner of Best
Picture and Best Director should agree.
Who will probably win: ''Lord of
the Rings," with a good chance for
"Gosford Park" ''Mulholland Drive" is
more of a long shot. Both "Gosford '
Park" and ''Mulholland Drive" have
American directors, which is a bit of an
edge for them, but David Lynch 's film
is pretty out of the mainstream for the
Academy. There is chance of a win for
Ron Howard if "A Beautiful Mind"
does not get Best Picture.

Best Cinematography
Nominees:
"Amelie"
(Bruno
Delbonnel), "Black Hawk Down"
. (Slawomir ldziak), "Lmd of the Rings"
(Andrew Lesnie), "The Man Who
Wasn't There" (Roger Deakins) and
''Moulin Rouge" (Donald McAlpine).
Who was not nominated but should
have been: ''Mulholland Dlive" and

What was not nominated but
should have been: This newest category seems to have captured all the
biggest animated films for the year, but
it's a shame there isn't one with traditional animation for the first year of the
award - these are all computer animation.
Who should win among the nominees: "Shrek," but it's close.
Who will probably win: "Shrek,"
but it's close.

Best Foreign Film
Nominees:

"Amelie"
(France),
"Elling" (Norway), "Lagaan" (India),
"No
Man's
Land"
(BosniaHerzegovina) and "Son of the Bride"
(Argentina).
Who wasn't nominated but should
have been: They did get the two
strongest ones, "Amelie" and "No
Man's Land."
Who should win among the nominees: "Amelie" and "No Man 's Land"
should be co-winners; they are too
see OSCSAR, page 10

Penny Auditorium. For more
details call the box office at
516-7729.
."

MOVIE Jl!fARQUEE

CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER

Oscar winners are not always on t op
It is traditional for film critics to try
to predict the winners of the Academy
Awards for Oscar night but this is
trickier than you might think. While a
good fIlm critic will have seen the
nominated films and have some idea
of what the industry buzzs for a particular film or performance, and even
have a sense for what kind of films the
Academy members (the people who
pick the Oscar winners) like, this isn't
enough.
The Academy members often do
not actually go see the nominated
films, and may pick winners based on
who was overlooked last year (or last
time they were nominated), who their
personal friends are or who can do
them a favor, whether the film did
well at the box office, if the story is

epic, hiSt0l1c or timely, along with a
host of factors that don't have to do
with this particular film or performance and to which we are not privy.
There are a lot of factors we just can
not know about.
Of course, the one that seems the
weirdest is the fact that the voting
members of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts (aU are past Oscar nominees, and sometimes so long past that
they no longer have anything to do
with the [lim industry) often don't
actually see all, or even most, of the
nominated films . How could this be?
Well, it isn't required by the Academy,
for one thing Many of these people
are busy with other things ot famous
people wbo feel tillcomfortable about
just going to a movie theater. They

may make movies; they just do not go
to see movies.
Of course, the distributors who are
promoting their film for an Oscar (and
an Oscar win means lots of money in
terms of box office, and video and
DVD sales later) do everything they
can to remedy this situation. They
send the Academy members (they
know who they are) videotape screeners, along with a deluge of promotion-'
al materials and goodies tied to their
film, in an effort to woo their support.
This naturally produces some biases.
Distributors with big budgets have
much more money to promote their
film, so the smaller, independent fillns
can be easily left out. The other big
factor is that no film looks its best seen
on a TV screen as compared to a big

movie theater screen. Some films are
more affected by this difference, but if
beautiful photography, sweeping visuals or action is important, those films
are more handicapped by this factor
than smaller scale, more intimate
films. So ''Lord of the Rings" might
not playas well on a small screen as
''In the Bedroom."
So which films do I think will win?
Actually, it's really more important
which films are nominated than which
film wins. If you look back at a list of
past Oscar winners, particularly Best
Picture, there are many films that are
no longer familiar or leave you wondering why that film won. Often the
Best Picture winner says more about
its time than the quality of that movie,
pointing out the significant topics of

the day or the attitudes of people at the
time that ftIm won. For example,
probably few of you have seen the
1946 Best Picture, 'The Best Years of
Our Lives," which was about soldiers
returning after wwn. But you may
know another film from that year "It's A Wonderful Life." Or how about
1941's Best Picture winner, the year
"Citizen Kane" was released - the film
that most often tops "greatest films"
lists? The Best Picture winner that
year was "How Green waS My
Valley." Never heard of it? Film buffs
know it, but not a lot of the others.
Often the great classic movie everyone knows was not the winner that
year. Keep that in mind when they
start opening the envelopes on Oscar
night.
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'Natural Bridge' is on the road to success
BY SARA P ORTER

Senior Editor
The UM-St. Louis literary magazine, "Natu'ral Bridge," publisbed
their sixth edition this semester of a
delightful collection of stories, poems
and essays. These wTitings presented
a nice variety dealing with death, loss,
wartime experiences, reading, humor,
music and other subjects.
The stories and the essays stood
out in this collection. TIle authors
revealed their skills in writing
through interesting subjects, witty
dialogues, descriptive settings and
skillful plots.
Two short stories in particular
stood out, "My Brother's Aparunent"

by Dan Pope and "Dark Matter" by
Wllliarn J. Cobb.
"Brother's" is a bittersweet coming of age story about a young man in
the 1970s who is caught between his
uppity mother and his troubled older
brother, Albert, who just brought
home a girlfriend his mother refers to
"a white trash hussy." Pope gives
flne char-acterizations in Albert,
Laurel, the girlfriend and the mother.
Pope also gives the nar-rator a fresh
perspective as a young boy who idealizes his independently minded older
brother but is somewhat terrified of
his domineering mother.
While "Brother's" is a coming of
age story, "Dark Matter" is an eerie
dar-k tale that features a road trip from

a,

superior to men he considered his
heroes, such as cowboy actor Alan
Ladd.
An essay that veers more towards
heartbreaking is Robert H. Kneib's
"My Last Great Reading Binge"

hell with some unusual, eccentric
characters. These include Julie Fien, a
terrified woman obsessed with death,
ghosts and a mysterious woman with
the delightful name of Vicki Las
Vegas. "Dark Matter" also takes a
bent view on some gruesome stories,
such as the urban legends about people who go to bed with strangers and
then wake up to find their organs
removed.
The essays in "Natural Bridge" ar-e
also top notch.
"The Day I Fired Alan Ladd, and
Other Wartime Adventures" by A.E.
Hotchner hilariously and sometimes
dramatically describes Hotchner's
WWII experiences as a wartime film
maker and how he had to act as a

tThe authors
revealed their

skills in writlng
through interesting subjects . . .and

skillful plots. '

ACA, fronz page 3
is also a past president of California
Career Development Association
(CCDA), past president of the
Car-eer
Development
National
Association (NCDA) and a member
of the executive boar-d of Counselors
for Social Justice.
ACAis a not-for-profit professional and educational organization dedicated to the growth and enhancement
of the counseling profession. It was
founded in 1952.
Before being elected
president
of ACA, Pope was the parliamentarian. He ha~ been a member of ACA
since 1992, while he was a graduate
student at (TM-Columbia.
The AC~s main office is in
Washington D.C., but Pope will not
go there most of the time.
"I will be here and do a lot of traveling. I will be teaching some classes
by using technology instead of meetings,'- Pope said.
Pope recommends his students join
the ACA. The organization will begin
to educate people who do not know
much about counseling, and they will
explain the power of counseling.
"Counseling can really change a
person's life from realJy negative to
very positive. For exarnple, a career
counselor helps people focus in making decision about what career would
be the best from them,' Pope said.
Pope has been on the faculty of
UM-St. Louis since 1997. He is a
member of the Center for
International Sturn and has become
the advisor of Malaysian Studentq
Association. He is also the-advisor for
OlIT!, UM-St. Louis' gay, bisexual,
lesbian and transgendered group.
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about a recovering alcoholic who was
as addicted to reading as he was to
booze. Kneib does a goodjob writing
his frustration and his obsessions of
reading every book in sight when
things got tough, always awar-e that
he was escaping.
''Natural Bridge" does not feature
as much poetry this time around as it
bas in the past. A particular fa yori te
poem is Mar-k Johnston's 'The Ptmk
Star Visitq the Man Who Sells Rock
Group Names and Song Titles" which
is almost a litany of absurd rock band
names such as Hyperbolic Waffle, Be
Back at the Crack of Dawll, and The
Nun's Cucumber.
"Natural Bridge" is a fine selection presenting a variety of writings.
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he persons inside brains?

BY MICAH ISSITT

Science Columnist
What would happen ifyollf brain
was transplanted into another body?
Would your psyche or personality be
transferred along with your brain?
Since the late 1960s, scientists
have been aware that it might be possible to transplant a human brain.
With this in mind, researchers have
spent the last three decades theorizing
about what would happen to transplanted brains.
In 1969, the
philosopher
ff ••
Puccetti wrote a
now famous article
in
which
he
that
claimed
"where goes a
brain, there goes a
person." Puccetti
used philosopher
John Locke's definition of a "person"
as a "thinking intelligent being that
has reason and reflection, and can'
consider itself as itself in different
times and places."
Puccetti believes that persons are
the same as psyches. Furthermore,
Puccetti believes that psyches are
completely realized inside of brains.
This means that if a braih were to be
transplanted, it would carry the person
with it.
A recent article by philosopher E.
Steinhart in the journal "Philosophy
and Biology" challenges Puccetti's
idea that brains and persons go
together. Steinhart argues that a person or psyche is not just present in a
brain, but rather in the entire body of
an organism as a whole. Steinhart
refers to a large body of research. contending that the human psyche resides
not only in the brain, but in at least
three other body syste.m~.

much as the brain does. These bodily
systems produce thought that is large- .
ly subconscious, but it affects us in
profound ways. Most of our memories, instincts and emotions are subconscious impulses, so it follows that
removing a brain from a body would
deprive the brain of much of its subconscious thought, thereby destroying
the person that once existed.
If a doctor took Grace's brain and
put it in Olga's body, neither Olga nor
Grace would survive the operation. If
the resulting individual survived, she
would probably be a mental vegetable
or at best would be a strange kind of
hybrid of the two women. If the surviving individual, lets call her
"Grolga.," were conscious, she would
undoubtedly be a severe psychotic,
suffering complete anmesia regarding
either of her past lives. Grolga would
be subject to violent outbursts of emotional confusion and turmoil, especially when confronted with stimuli
that trigger the
broken
and
faded memories
from her past
lives. In short,
we would .not
have transplanted a person; we
would have created a monster.
Both Plato
and Aristotle created theories of
The endocrine system interacts "persons," regarding a person as a
closely with the brain through a sys- . combination of all the body's different
tern of organs that produce hormones. drives, desires and impUlses. For
These organs interact in complex much of our philosophical history,
ways with one another and are capa- people have believed that persons
ble of a kind of computational activi- were a "collective phenomena" in
ty. Endocrine computations are much the same way that Plato and
responsible for many of our deeply Aristotle did. It was not until the
biological activities like feeding, philosopher Descartes wrote his highfighting and sex.
ly influential book on first philosophy
The inlmune system may be more that people started to equate persons
complex than any other computation- • with the rational mind, or "aninla" as
al system in the body, including the Descartes called it. Philosophers like
brain. The immune system is the part Puccetti have followed this Cartesian
of our body involved in distinguishing thinking to ima"aine that the person is
self from non~self, and it is tightly somehow held inside the brain, which
coupled with the brain and endocrine sits inside the body like a pilot.
system.
Perhaps it is time to lay to rest the
The basic idea behind all of these last vestiges of this troubled philosoexamples is that if human psyches are phy in favor of richer, more biologicreated by the sum of all our biologi- cally plausible theories that better
cal computation, then these other sys- reflect the complex and dynamic mix
tems must contribute to the psyche as of personhood.

Steinhart begins his argument by
defining the psyche as the combination of the cognitive activities going
on inside living organisms and
defines cognition as a kind of biological computation. In this definition,
organisms are super-complex biological computers that learn and adjust to
their environments.
Next, Steinhart Gites physiological
research suggesting that other systems
besides the brain are capable of biological computing.The enteric nervous system is composed of millions
of neurons surrounding the digestive
organs. Some researchers have stated
that the enteric system is as complex
as the central nervous .system.
Impulses produced in the enteric nervous system may be responsible for
many of our subconscious instincts
and inlpulses regarding hunger and
taste. This is only one of the examples
Steinhart cites of extra-brain computation.

~ the

brai n is not the
only bodily system
capable of computation. "
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New
c lub embraces A L PHA
. -. .
d
A
religious Iverslty
Ll
Staff Writer
A new UM-St. Louis club,
E.ARTH.
(Earth-Affinnative
Religions & Theologies), has se out to
embrace religious diversity and the
environment
The club started in early December
of last year with four active members.
Currently the club has approximately
17 members.
Gary Keeling, EARTH. president, said he started the club because
he wanted to open up the campus to a
diversity of re ligions.
"I also want to dispel some of the
myths that abOlmd about paganism,
Wicca, witchcraft. etc.," Keeling said.

To accomplish this, Keeling said he
put up flyers in many places after last
Halloween.
"I got about a-half-dozen responses
to that first round of flyers," Keeling
said
EARTH.'s primary purpose is
that of a social club and a forum. The
hope is to have a place where many
different religions can come together,
fellowship, hang out and just generally
fed that they are not alone out there.
The majority of their members CUITently are Wicc.an.
However, Keeling notes that he
hopes EARTH. can gain a greater
cultural diversity as the group becomes
more familiar to people. He hopes that
anyone who is cares about the earth

"I hope that we can put together
something like a family here," Keeling
said.
The club has plans for trips to visit
Mastadon State Park and Silver Dollar
City in the near future. Other ideas
include a possible river float trip and
similar acti vilies that 'Will allow people
to really get in touch with "Mother
Nature."
EA.R.TH. is in the final stages of
being officially recognized by Student
Activities.
For further infoffilation about
EAR.T.H., contact Gary Keeling,
EARTH. President via email at
EireannLiath@aol.com or call 314-

662-4366.

good and too different to compare.
"Amelie" is all dreamland, beauty and
fantasy; "No Man's Land" is comic
and heartbreaking, grounded in the real
world.
Who will probably win: "Amelie's"
beauty will probably boost it over the
serio-comic "No Man's Land."
What about all those other awards?
While each of them should be
bestowed based on the quality being
judged - best costumes, editing, makeup, sound, script, special effects - a
number of the awards seem to be given
out with less thought. Often, a particular film will get several of these

u. Missouri
school grapples
with $2.5
minion cut
BY CHRISTIE S MYTHE

· ··· · · · iije· ·i1~;;;~ati;:(ij: ·itijssO~lrij· ·· ·· · · ·

(U-WIRE) COLu'}..1BIA, Mo. Both the University of Missouri
School of Medicine and University
Hospital arc looking for ways to make
up for a $2.5 million cut from
University of Missouri Health Care
funding earlier this year
An increase in medical school
tultion has becn considered as one
possible means to make up for the cut,
but the decision has not been finalized,
said University Hospital spokesman
Jeff Hoelscher.
"It's an option that's being considered, and no number has been decided," Hoelscher said. "Any kind of
increase is a possibility, but it's not
specifically laid out."
For the immediate future, the cut
will not affect the quality of medical
school programs, said Robert
McCallum, assistant dean of the medical school.
McCallum said the quality of services offered to the patients ate linked
to the quality of medical students' clinical education. As long as the hospital
is not forced to reduce the quality of
services to patients, it will still be able
effectively,
to
train
students
McCallum said.
Hoelscher said the hospital has laid .
off some employees non-essential to
l?atient cate in response to the cut.
Also, administrative and management
employees experienced salary reductions.
Although the budget cut has not
affected essential medical cate services, McCallum said the hospital cannot continue to provide essential
patient services and proper medical
student training if it continues to run
on a reduced budget.
"The hospital cannot continue to
operate in deficit because the hospital
will not be able to maintain services if
the funding is not restored in the neat
future," McCallum said.

because the Academy wEmts to gi ';~ it a
bunch of Oscars, or as compensation
for losing in a different categOly.
I expect that "Lord of the Rings"
and "A Beautiful NIind," <md maybe
"Moulin Rouge," will get many
awards, but the Hmdornn s makes it
too hard to guess. There are always a
few unworthy but moneymaker films
that get nominated in some categori ,
maybe due [0 fmancial pull , but
shouldn ' t win anything. The one for
this year is "Peatl Hatbor," a film that
another critic aptly described this way:
it ''turned human tragedy into a beer
commercial
directed
by
Leni

Riefenstahl." Here are a few films that
should be winners in their categories:
VIsual effects: "LDrd of the Rings"
("Amelie" should also have been nominated but wasn' t)
Editing: "Memento" ("'Mulholland
Drive" should also have been nominated but wasn't)
Costume Design: "Gosford Park"
Art Dire.:tion: "Amelie"
Sound: "Black Hawk Down"
Original Screenplay: "Memento"
Adapted Screenplay: "Lord of the
Rings" or "Ghost World"
Come Oscar night, we will see who
the real winners ate.
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'How to Get Paid"

Resume Building/Job Seeking Workshop
Harris-Stowe State College (HSSC),
Southwestern Bell Library - Telecommunications Room
Facilitator: Leslie Lanthow
7-9 p.m.

Tuesday - 3/19

"Serving Our Community"

Food preparation for the Larry Rice Evangelical Center
Unrversity of Missouri-SI. Louis (UMSL),
.
Millennium Center room 314
3 p.m.

''Weakest Link - Black History Style"
Harris - Stowe State College, Auditorium

Wednesday - 3/20

7-9 p.m.

"The Next Movement"

A night of jazz, poetry, massages and emotions
Washington University - Ursa's Fireplace
7-10 p.m.
M.e.: Ms. Nterpretation

Thursday - 3/21 "Your Relationship With Him"

Religion and Relationships
Saint Louis University, Busch Memorial Center - Billiken Club
7-9 p.m.
Facilitator: James Dickerson

Saturday - 3/23

"Night at the Nile Party"

Saint Louis University - Busch Memorial Center
9:13 p.m. - until

Friday - 3/22

"Ain't That Funny!"

Featuring: Jesse Taylor and friends
UMSL, Millennium Student Center - Pilot House 7 - 11 p.m.

For additional information please
contact us at alphaomega1936@aol.com
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Ex~SGA VP
With Student Government elections rapidly approaching, our student
body can again anticipate the vicissitudes of the campus political campaign machine. As a former leader of
the Student Government, I truly hope
that students will exercise their rights
as voters. It is important, however,
that students realize that in the
absence of informed choice, a vote is
of little value. Without knowledge to
guide decisions, students can hardly
hope to select fair, honest and capable
leaders who will offer true representation. Voters who are wooed by slick
campaign slogans, or swept up in the
momentum .of the ever-popular
'reform' efforts, will soon find that
they have been used as fodder in
someone else's cannon . . Once used
up, they are simply left singed, wondering where all the promises went.
This is why is it imperative that students begin to inform themselves
now, before they cast their SGA
votes.
Students who are completely unfamiliar with how the SGA and the
University function will be easy prey
for candidates promising substantial,
totally impossible reductions in student fees, parking fees, etc. They will
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urges students to vote
be dazzled for a moment, perhaps a pseudo-patriotism and 'traditional'
moment too long, by idle prattle con- values, but who is actually just anothcerning truth, justice, equality and erthinly veiled extremist padding his
decency, never considering whose resume, forwarding his own private
perceptions of these heady concepts agenda, and riding the wave of a narthe candidate in question is referring cissistic power trip. I caution students
to. They will be shown distorted pic- not to be fooled: Liberal or
tures of everything imaginable that is Conservative, a zealot is a zealot,
'wrong' with SGA and the University, equally worthless to the voter regardwhile all around them (if only they less of partisan affiliation.
would look) are images of a thriving
For the last two years, Student
and successful campus led by what Government has been a sound, prohas been, for the past two years, a ductive body representative of the
Student many facets of our diverse student
truly
magnificent
Oovernment. And in perhaps the body. I encourage students to considmost reprehensible trick of all, certain er'the campaign messages of all cancandidates will likely exploit the didates, but to keep in mind the credemotional and financial turmoil expe- ibility of the source. The present
rienced by so many of us in recent Student Government, as it endorses
months. Three years ago, smdents certain candidates, has a proven and
who were feeling threatened and dis- . verifiable track record of honesty,
enfranchised voted in a reactionary, integrity, fairness and bipartisan spiruninformed, emotionally charged it. As students work to become more
way, responding to empty promises irtformed consumers, I hope that they
from a party screaming for highly lib- .will come to understand how very
eral political reform. The result was precious and rare, the current trend in
public ridicule for us all. I am virtual- the SGA truly has been.
ly certain that students will now be
courted by a candidate offering the Sincerely,
opposite political polarity, 'compas- Michael Rankins, M.Ed.
sionate conservatism.' Recognize the Vice President Emeritus (1997-1999),
malarkey of a candidate who touts Student Govemment Association

What if you didn't have to take
so many classes next fall

Next semester could be a whole lor easier to handle if you take a summer class at the

tlniversity of Missouri-St. Lows, Just one or two classes can significantly lighten your
load next falL Our summer classes arc fast and focused, leavjng

brewed in Aroma's all day long.
Communication with students, faculty ana staff needs some improvement Suggestions can be made at
every location by filling out a comment

YOll

with time to enjoy

your summer;,

Sign up now, online at WYiW.llms!.edu or cal! (314) .516~UMSL. Four- and eight"week
sessIons are available.

Classes begin May 20, June

CHARTWELLS, from page 2
in your article.
On the subject of availability of coffee, it may be purchased in the Nosh
until 7:30 p.m. and in the C-Store until
9 p.m. It .is the same coffee that is

?

card. Also, student focus groups will be
put in place in the near future.
Sincerely,
Patrick McKeon
University ~ood Service Manager

.......

;;;;;;-

~,

17,

and July 15.

A SMART INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE.
(314) 516cUMSL
www.umsl.edu

ROBI N , from page 1

•

Her first piece of advice for victims,
is to get help.
'There is no shame in getting help.
Getting help is about having respect
and honor for yourself. The most
important thing to remember is that
Doc Robin says, to survive and stay
alive."
Robin told her story of rape and vi0lence in her life and how' she uses her
experience to help others_ To do so,

Robin graduated from high school ~t a
very young age.
"I decided that to survive I would
use the one thing I had been given as a
gift, and that was my brain," Robin
said. ''I had to decided to do really good
in school, and that was my ticket out"
Currently Robin works as aforensic
psychologist and also as an honorary
police officer in education and pro-

gramming.

I

Community
Psy hological
Service

,.

•

Professional , confidential, affordable services.

•

Sliding scale fees .

•

Counseling for children, adults, couples & families.

•

LD and ADHD evaluations.

•

Evening appointments available.

I

To Find US

To Contact Us

UM-St. Louis
232 Stadler Hall

314-516-5824
www.umsl.edu\-eps

Spring Break 2002.
Get the College PrePaid Phone Card
so .,vou can tell them all about it.

A Winning Team
Colliers Turley Martin Tucker,
a leader in the commercial real
estate industry, is seeking energetic and dynamic individuals
to JOlll our team,

I hi::; spnng C3reC!k, keep in tout,;h With t~ICl Cgne9 ~ P 'ePaid Pho"~ C ard.
It's V!l1lldl
so buy it anlim:! and get it onlinCl l1's that con'Jeniem
Recharge YO Jr minutes anyu'1le, dllO best ot all trlere 's no gimmlcKsl

We offer
- Rapid growth opportunities
-Colliers University Training Program
-Competive compensation
-Comprehensive benefits package
• Positions available in St. Louis

~

No expiration date

~

~

No hidden fees or set-up charges"

.. Flat per-minute rates"

~

No monthly fee

» Rechargeabf@ anytime

Domestic and mternational caH-s

Get y()yr next PrePaid c ard onlihe at

att.COln / c,011ege/ springbreak

f ~'

Look for CTMT at the
Gateway to Careers Job
F air at UMSL on
March 26, 2002,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

"The.te win bO a suroharge on all c'aH.s made fro"m pay phcfnAJiI RliJ1UltlS -8l6 oa!!'Qo '!-'I I l., .b,. w.m~ Jcce IInR
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UM- ST. LOIJis

22ND

ANNUAL AWAREN ESS WEEK

APRIL 1-5 , 20 02
1

SCHEDULE of ACTIVITIES
April 1
Monday

April 2
Thesday

April 3
Wednesday

*MOVIE tviARATHON-FREE
"The Other Sister"
"SHREK"
"Girl IntelTUpted"
"Remember !:be Tit.a.l1s"
*MOVIE MARATHOl -FREE '

"Girl Intemlpted"
"Remember the Titans"
"The Other Sist r"
"SHREK"
Disability Awaren 55 Day
disABlLITY SIMt.JLATIONS
FREE MINI MASSAGES

"SHOOT FROM THE
HIP CONTEST"

Millennium Student Center-TV Room
9:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.
5 p.m.

II

UI: A
Sptl ng Break. Five fraternity brothers, A hqr~ -hitti t1g
progr~m that qemunshates the re~ dangers qn~
con5e~uence5 ofimpq ted &rlving

Millennium Student C-enter TV Room
9:30 a.m.
12 noon
2p.m.

5 p.m.
2nd Floor-Millennium

Student Center Lobby

9 - 12 noon
10 - 12 Noon-2nd Floor Millennium
Student Center Lobby

12:15 p.m.
1st Floor - Millennium Student Center

Sign up on 2nd Floor Millennium Student Center
*MOVIE MARATHON -FREE

"SHREK"
"TIle Other Sister"
"Remember the Titai1. "
"Girl Ll1terrupted"
April 4
Thursday

*MOVIE I\l1ARATHON-FREE
"Remember the Titans"
"Girl Interrupted"
"SHREK"
"The Other Si 'ter"

April 5 Meritorious Service Awards Ceremony
Wednesday
DANCE SOCIAL
Carlos Ray DJ

Millennium Student Center-TV Room
10 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
5 p.m.

MiIlennium Student Center-TV Room
9:30 a.m.
12 noon
2:30p.m.
5 p.m.

Millemuum Student Center
Cenhlry A, B & C - 12:15 p.m.
PILOT HOUSE - 3 - 5 p.rn.

SPONSORED BY:
STIJDENTS WITH disABILITIES ASSOCIATION
DISABILITY ACCESS SERVICES
DNISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF EQUA L OPPORTUNITY
THE CURRENT

(I. . . .

)

•

Wed nes ay, March 20th
@ 6:30 Ipm
Pil otHouse

Tutors

eeded

• Senior Seminar Graphic Design
• Criminology 270 - Juvenile Justice System
• Philosophy 11 - Western Phiosophyl II
• Computer Science 201 - Introduction to Java & Internet Programming
• Astronomy 12
• Anthropology 25 - World Cultures
• Chemistry 263 - Tecbnology of Organic Chemistry
• Biology 213 - Vertebrate Physiology
• Chemistry II
• Physics II
• English 215 - Feature Writing
• BA 252 - Introducion to Operations Management
• Business Statistics
• Economics 40
• File Management
• General Ecology
• Interpersonal Communications
• Personal Finance
• Psychology 102 - Women, Gender, & Diversity
• Sociological Statistics

Please contact Allison via phone at 516-6554,
e-mail todd@umsLedu, or meet her
in person at the Milennium Student Center Room 144 . I.
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!

ACru ALL Y , ThERE'S Ak.l
A f'1'f:ofRlA-n;;;: (' \'\ £..AS E:
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ALL
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(314)
516·5316
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CLASSIFIED
RATES

I -m IN K

IT'S :JUS, A

13

P~RASt

6E 7

Otbemise, classified advertising is $10 jar 40 words or less in straight text jom2at Bold and CAPS letters are free. All
classifieds must be prepaid by cbeck, money order or credit card Deadline is Thursday at 3 p. m. pl10r to publication

http://thecurrentonline.comads@thecurrentonline.com
I

Help Wanted

..

For Sale

.

Wanted male & female
models
All models will be compensated
for their time. Contact Chris @
636-391-8958 or Matt @ 314-8460545.

Nissan Sentra GXE '97
5 speed, loaded,extremely clean
only asking $5500.00 or OBO
Blue Book value $7395.00.
Please contact Tia 314-4067609.

$250 a day potential
bartending
Training provided. Call us at 1800-293-3985.

1993 Honda Civic del Sol Si
black, 5 speed manual, 74,000
miles, AC, CD player, excellent
condition, $4950. Call Pat
314-839-8535

Male or female house cleaner
wanted
Small house ih Ferguson. Please
call Steinmetz at 521-4647.
Tutors Needed
Qualifications: AlB average in
the class, cumulative GPA of 3.0,
completion of 60 credit hours.
Benefits: $10 per hour, set your
own schedule, campus position.
Please contact Allison via phone
at
516-6554,
email
todd@umsl.edu, or in person at
144 MSC. Also see our display ad
on page 12.
The Current is hiring
Starting Fall 2002 all positions
open. Call 516-6810 for info.

1993 Honda civic:
Red color, Automatic. New CD
player, AmlFM Stereo, system
inside & outside very good condition . 4 brand new tires, 4
doors, moon roof. power windows, power door locks. tilt
wheel, and cruise control.
Asking for $5,500. Call Angie
(314)-603-1545.

Own cheeper than rent!
House for sale by owner. 7532
Stanwood, Normandy, 3 minutes
from UMSL: 3 bed,1 bath+ additional bath in partially finished
basement. New roof & gutters,
newer AlC, dishwasher, water
heater. $52 .000. Call 522-8430.

1998 .Dodge Dynasty
New breaks, immaculate interior.
Must SELL $2400 obo 636-8619088.

G nIT?

\" S?R\\\\ G. Bf:EA K.·"l
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Airfare
Discounted airfares offered to
worldwide
destinations.
Contact Lyn at Frontenac
Travel. 314-997-3382 lyn .frontenactvl@wspan.com
Girls
Get together with friends and
indulge in your favorite beauty
secrets like facials, makeovers
and skin smoothing treatments.
To plan your own beauty bash try
Mary Kay products. Call for your
free facial today! Terrez
buplessis, Mary Kay Independent
Beauty Consultant 522-1403.

Herbal Nutrition $38.
Lose 14 lbs weekly and naturally
without the gym. 100% herbal
tablets. Success rate so positive
there's a 30 day money back
guarantee. You may even send
back the empty bottles with no
questions asked. 314-389·4735,
888-230-3964.
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Healthy Women
Ages 18-32
' Willing to Help
Infertile Couples
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EGG DONORS
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00 YOU KNOWWHATYOWll BE DOmG AFrID&SCHOOl.
iSOVER.?
.
APPLY NOW AND YOU COm..D BE ]N THE PEACE CORPS

BY THE END OF THIS SUMMER.

Call Sue Bettale, RN, BSN
314-286-2419
The Infertility and
Reproductive Medicine Center

Barnes-Jewish . \X.fuhington
Hos pi ta I
lJni\.ersity InStlruls
HealthCare'"

Physicians
QU£STIONS?CONTACT TH£ sr. l.OUlS AR£A P£AC£ CORPS REP., ALICIA
SCHN£U.: 314.935.4166 OR SCHNf.LLALOOLIN.WUSTI...£DU

Post a class ifi ed! 516-5 3 16

CHECKOUT OURWEBsrrE.: WVI.'iI..PF.AC£CQRPS.f10V

P regnant?
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It could be

=your=
hospital
Registered Nurses
At Chlistian Hospital you'll

become part of a tight-knit team,
working together to deliverthe
best possible care. Here you'll'
become part of the community,
sharing a commitment to the
patients and their families .
This is where you ca n do your
very best work. This is y, ur hospitai.
Ranked in the "Top 4" in the s tate
for quality of care by The Missouri
Patient Care Review Foundation.
• Competitive salary and benefits including a 401(k)
• Student loan payback program and tuition
reimbursement available to qualified candidates

Call us for more information.

W. n.,d you in California. It's uay get her,.
For more Inform, 'OOt call toIl-fr••
' l ___ Calli
! .225-83221 or visrt
our w.bsite at lIlflIIIlI.W..i~.W_

CalTeach

left t ast. Hi ht Job.-

Nursing in the Air Force: exciting. rewarding, the best.
Best facilities. best benefits. Travel. training, advancement
and 30 days of vacation with pay; plus you may qualify for
a $5,000 bonus. If you're a registered nurse, Air Force
Nursing offers the best of everything.
To request additional in formation, call
1- 800- 423- USAF or visit

airforce.com

\'J
•••
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u.s. AIR F ORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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"SPRING-" IN 1"0 SA\TINGS AT

LUCAS HUNT
VILLAGE
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
• Free Heat and Water

• Bi-State Bus Stop

• Privacy Entry Gate

• Laundry Facilities

• Pool

• Garages and Carports

• Tennis Courts

• 24-hr. eUlergency service

• Ceiling fans

• On-site laundry facilities

CALL TODAY AT '381 -0550

Mass. to toughen DUI penalty
BY EMILY NOVA K

7JJe Daily Free Press (Boston U.)

(U-WIRE) BOSTON - Acting Gov.
Jane Swift filed legislation yesterday at
the State House intended to strengthen
the Commonwealth's driving-underthe-influence laws by increasing prison
sentences and fines .
"This is a bill to protect the citizens
of Massachusetts," Swift said. "Drunk
drivers should be considered armed
and dangerous. Driving drunk with a
license can be a license to kill."
The legislative package filed today
includes bills that would delay the eligibility of juveniles guilty of drug- and
alcohol-related crimes for a license
until they are at lea,t 18 years old and
make delinquency fmdings count
against juveniles in ca<;es of liceme ~llS
pension or revocation.
"It's a comprehensive bill to get
habitual offenders off the road and prevent tragedies," Swift said.
Earlier this week, Sv.'ift signed the
Act Establishing a Vlctims of Drunk
Driving Trust Fund In this, Operating
Under Influence offenders, even if they

didn't cause injury, will be required to
pay a $50 fee, which is then contributed
to the funci
'This is a small price to pay compared to 6OO,(XX) who had their lives
changed by offenders," said Rep. John
Rogers CD-Norfolk).
This fund, managed . by the
Massachusetts Office for Victim
Assistance, will give community-based
services and counseling to victims of
drunk driving and their families.
"OUI offenders are required to bear
the cost of victims' recovery," said
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
spOkesman Matt Schect. "Victims have
sudden loss and injury and need help to
deal with their new reality."
Nationally, 4D percent of auto fatalities
are
alcohol-related,
but
Massachusetts ranks above the average
at 50 percent. These tragedies happen
quickly, and the services families need
are expensive. The Trust Fund, based
on statistics showing more than 18,(XX)
OUI offenders appear before
Massachusetts courts each year. estimates $1 million in revenue per year
for MOVA funds.

"TIns is an overdue tribute to families who suffered," Rogers said ill'support of the new legislation. "It is a ways
and means to end their grief."
Swift said she hopes the legislation
filed today will lengthen the time such
drivers are off the road and hold them
responsible for their previous actions.
Edward Palka, whose sister was
killed on June 8, 2001. by a drunk driver, also personally testified He disputed those who calI the bill "just another
tax" or who claim the money will not
achieve its PUfjXJse.
'This is an 'idiot tax.' If you get
behind the wheel and you've been
drinking, you're an idiot - an idiot
who will be taxed," Paika said after
describing how his life will never be the
same because of a drunk dri ver.
'This is a pragmatic way to do this
without raising taxes on families,"
Swift said.
\\-'hen asked if she felt this legislation would bear an impact on her candidacy for reelection, Swift reasserted
her concern for public safety.
"You run based on what you believe
in," she said.

Marty's GO! It...
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Home Delivery
IS HIRI G
PACKAGE HANDLERS
$9.00 PER HOUR
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ointerest umil Merrell 2003.
WI Approved Credit

Only 10 Minutes from UMSL!

www.getamitsubishi.com
No Need to Wait Use
Your $500 Education
Discount NQW!*
·See Salesperson
for Details!

BENEFITS
• MORNING SHIFT 6:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. or 1:00 p.m. -.,. 6:00 p.m.
• TUES - SAT WORK WEEK
• TUITION ASSISTANCE AFTER 30 WORKING DAYS
• 50 CENTS INCREASE AFTER 30 DAYS
• FUTURE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

"The Fast &
The Furious!" ·

REQUIREMENTS
• 18 YEARS OR OLDER WITH A B.S. DIPLOMAJGED
• RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION
• ABILITY TO LIFT 30 - 50 POUNDS
APPLY IN PERSON BETWEEN THE HOURS
OF 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. TUES - SAT

Register t
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FED EX HOME DELIVERY
13225 Lakefront Dr.
Earth City, MO 63045
PH: 314-298-3829
Fax: 314-298-3868
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wake up and drive'·

E-mail: William.rosa@fedex.com

8917 Dunn Road, Hazelwood, MO 63042

WOMEN AND MINORITIES ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
EEO/AA

314-921-6 1 11
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HIGHWAY 270

N. Lindbergh ext. 258

